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SUMMARY Four cases of peroneal muscular atrophy (Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease) are described, 
in which observations were made from the necropsy examination of the central nervous system, the 
peripheral nervous system, and the skeletal muscles. The pattern of nerve degeneration in these 
various locations is described and the conclusion is drawn that the basis of the disease is a 
chronic progressive neuropathy. To the pathological descriptions of previous observers is added the 
finding of fibrosis affecting the muscle spindles which was present in all four of the cases. This 
literature of the case reports with necropsy examination is reviewed.

Peroneal muscular atrophy is a slowly progressive familial neuromuscular disease which has 
frequently been studied by the review of clinical cases examined by muscle biopsy and by electrophysiological techniques applied to peripheral nerve and to muscle. Because of the benign 
course of the disease, detailed necropsy reports are few, although some of the earliest descriptions 
of the disease (Virchow, 1855; Friedreich, 1873; Marinesco, 1894; Sainton, 1899) were based on cases examined at necropsy. Descriptions of necropsy findings published in the twentieth century (Déjerine and Armand-Dellile, 
1903; Marinesco, 1928; Alajouanine, Castaigne, Cambier, and Escourolle, 1967) have been few and 
deal only with single cases, although there is now a large literature dealing with the clinical aspects of the disease and with the pathological changes as seen in nerve and muscle biopsies. For 
the systematic assessment of the changes in the central nervous system, peripheral nervous 
system, and skeletal muscles, full descriptions of necropsies are still required and in this paper we 
present our findings in four cases.

METHODS

The clinical history and general necropsy findings in each case will now be described. The pathological 
analysis of the nervous system and muscles of the four cases will be described together later. The 
material available in all four cases was the brain, the whole spinal cord including posterior root ganglia 
and samples of muscles from upper and lower limbs. In cases 2, 3, and 4 peripheral nerve trunks were also 
available. The cord was examined at 12 or more levels, including the cervical enlargement, upper and 
lower thoracic, lumbar, and sacral levels. Posterior root ganglia from cervical, lumbar, and sacral levels 
were examined. Sections were stained by the following methods: haematoxylin and eosin, haematoxylin 

CASE 1

(A2435) W.J., aged 59 years at death. This man had 
suffered from weakness and clumsiness of the feet since childhood, and had pes cavus. There was a 
history of a similar neurological condition in his maternal aunt and uncle. When examined in the year 
of his death, he had marked atrophy of the distal musculature of both legs with severe weakness of the 
peroneal and dorsiflexor muscles. The intrinsic muscles of both hands were wasted. The ankle 
reflexes were absent but the other reflexes were normal. There was diminished sensation in hands and 
feet to vibration, pain, and temperature, but light touch sensibility was normal. He died from a cerebrovascular accident.

The general necropsy showed a recent cerebral haemorrhage in the region of the left internal capsule. There was moderate atheroma of the major
cerebral vessels and an old softening in the right temporal lobe.

CASE 2

(A3046) M.J., aged 61 years at death. This man belonged to a family known to have peroneal muscular atrophy. He had generalized muscular weakness with bilateral pes cavus. The reason for his last admission to hospital was a carcinoma of the right mandible, which was excised together with the lymph glands in the right side of the neck. The following day he developed a left hemiparesis and this cerebral complication led to his death in coma 20 days after the operation.

The general necropsy findings included a thrombosis of the right internal carotid artery in the neck caused by the trauma of the neck operation. The brain showed a large haemorrhagic infarct in the territory of the right middle cerebral artery. The resulting brain swelling and herniation were the immediate cause of death.

CASE 3

(A3815) M.K., aged 76 years at death. Since childhood this woman was known to have weakness of both feet with pes cavus and by the age of 40 both legs had become progressively weak and the hands were also involved. There was a strong family history in that her father had pes cavus, five of her nine children had muscular weakness and pes cavus, and several of her grandchildren had pes cavus. Examination at intervals during her life showed weakness and wasting of the small muscles of the hands and feet, and some wasting of the forearm and thigh muscles, mild sensory loss in a glove and stocking distribution, tendon areflexia, and normal plantar responses. To this picture of a chronic neuromuscular disease was added in later life several systemic illnesses. She developed diabetes mellitus with extensive atherosclerosis leading to gangrene of the legs requiring a bilateral amputation at the age of 72 years, and subsequently to myocardial infarction with heart block. She died of a carcinoma of the stomach.

The general necropsy findings included symmetrical wasting of the hands, bilateral above-knee amputations, a carcinoma of the stomach, and coronary artery disease with scars of old myocardial infarctions. The terminal illness was acute bilateral bronchopneumonia. The brain showed extensive arteriosclerotic atrophy with several small old infarcts related to occlusions of small cerebral arteries. Sections revealed further microscopical infarcts, and showed secondary degeneration of the left internal capsule and the pyramid.

CASE 4

(N8433) S.R., aged 38 years at death. This woman had a history of long-standing weakness and wasting of her hands and feet with pes cavus. Her mother had had a similar neurological disorder. She presented on her last admission with the symptoms and signs of a cerebral tumour. In addition to these, it was noted that the small muscles of the hands and the forearms muscles were weak and wasted. The intrinsic muscles of the feet were also wasted and there was bilateral pes cavus. The ankle reflexes were absent but sensation could not be adequately tested. She died from the effects of her cerebral tumour shortly after admission.

The general necropsy findings included acute bilateral bronchopneumonia. The left cerebral hemisphere contained a large infiltrating oligodendrogloma.

SPINAL CORD, SPINAL NERVE ROOTS, POSTERIOR NERVE ROOT GANGLIA, PERIPHERAL NERVE (THREE CASES), MUSCLE

The pathological findings in these tissues were similar in all cases, differing only in the severity of the changes. The most advanced degeneration was present in case 3, while the mildest changes were in case 4.

SPINAL CORD Macroscopically, the only finding was slight atrophy of the spinal cord and the nerve roots.

Microscopically, the moderate atrophy of the spinal cord was confirmed. There was degeneration of the posterior white columns at all levels, more marked in the fasciculus gracilis than in the fasiculus cuneatus (Fig. 1). The corticospinal tracts were normal in all cases except in case 3 in which there was degeneration of the right corticospinal tract at all levels, consequent upon a vascular lesion in the cerebrum involving the left internal capsule. The anterior and posterior spinocerebellar tracts were also normal in all cases, but in cases 1 and 4 the cord showed a peripheral rim of myelin pallor associated with fibrosis of the leptomeninges. This could be distinguished from the spinocerebellar tracts with

1 The inherited neurological disease in case 3, typical clinically of peroneal muscular atrophy, was complicated by diabetes, malignant disease, and bilateral leg amputations. The authors have considered the possible contributions of these conditions to the pathological changes in the nervous system, but were convinced that the changes in the spinal cord, spinal nerve roots, posterior root ganglia, peripheral nerve, and skeletal muscle were those of peroneal muscular atrophy.
The spinal nerve roots were abnormal at all levels, although the changes tended to be variable. Anterior and posterior roots showed loss of myelinated fibres, degeneration of axons, and fibrosis, all of which changes were worse in the anterior than in the posterior nerve roots. In all four cases, a section of the cauda equina revealed degeneration and fibrosis which were present in some degree in all the roots seen in the sections.

In all cases the posterior root ganglia were grossly abnormal (Figs 4, 5, 6, 7). There was loss of large myelinated fibres with an increase in fibrous tissue. Ganglion cell bodies were severely depleted (Fig. 4) and the capsule cells (amphicytes) were proliferated around degenerated neurone cell bodies (Fig. 5). In frozen sections stained by the Schofield technique and in paraffin sections obtained by the Holmes's technique (Fig. 3), including shrinkage and pyknosis (common) and central chromatolysis (rare). Neuronophagia was not seen. Cell loss in the anterior horns was always accompanied by a variable degree of gliosis (Fig. 3), and in case 1 the motor neurones were replaced by large numbers of corpora amylacea. No loss of neurone cell bodies or degenerative changes were observed in the posterior or intermedio-lateral grey horns, or in Clarke's columns.

The spinal cord at C7 segmental level. Moderate long tract degeneration can be seen in the posterior white columns. Weil, x 10.

The grey matter of the anterior horns was abnormal in all cases (Figs 2, 3). Loss of motor neurones was observed at all levels (Fig. 2), varying from slight in case 4 to very severe in case 3, but in all cases, most marked in the lumbar and sacral segments. Degenerative changes were also present in motor neurones which it did not coincide anatomically. The normal state of the neurones of the Clarke's columns also confirmed the integrity of the posterior spinocerebellar tracts.

The grey matter of the anterior horns was abnormal in all cases (Figs 2, 3). Loss of motor neurones was observed at all levels (Fig. 2), varying from slight in case 4 to very severe in case 3, but in all cases, most marked in the lumbar and sacral segments. Degenerative changes were also present in motor neurones which it did not coincide anatomically. The normal state of the neurones of the Clarke's columns also confirmed the integrity of the posterior spinocerebellar tracts.

The grey matter of the anterior horns was abnormal in all cases (Figs 2, 3). Loss of motor neurones was observed at all levels (Fig. 2), varying from slight in case 4 to very severe in case 3, but in all cases, most marked in the lumbar and sacral segments. Degenerative changes were also present in motor neurones which it did not coincide anatomically. The normal state of the neurones of the Clarke's columns also confirmed the integrity of the posterior spinocerebellar tracts.

FIG. 5. Case 4. Detail of two examples of 'residual knöchten', the structures formed by proliferation of capsule cells. Haematoxylin and eosin, × 375.

FIG. 6. Case 4. Lumbar posterior root ganglion. Photomicrograph of section stained by silver technique. There is disorder of the ganglionic neurones with whorls of fine regenerated fibres and thickened nerve fibres often with terminal expansion 'clubs'. Schofield, × 150.

FIG. 7. Case 2. Lumbar posterior root ganglion. Photomicrograph at higher magnification showing detail of abnormal neurones. Small tangles of fine regenerating fibres are present in the picture. Holmes, × 160.

Technique (Figs 6, 7), striking changes were observed in the intraganglionic axons, including depletion, fragmentation, budding, and club-shaped or globular endings (Fig. 6). There was also proliferation of very fine unmyelinated fibres, forming spherical tangles (Figs 6 and 7); we considered this phenomenon to be associated with regeneration.

The peripheral nerves examined were samples of large nerve trunks (three cases) from the upper and lower limbs. All showed loss of myelinated fibres (Fig. 8, 9) and increase of fibrous tissue in the endoneurium and perineurium, usually very severe. Degenerating axons were present, but not common. These necropsy findings agree with those we have made of biopsies of peripheral nerve which, with the electron microscope, can be examined in greater detail.
Muscles examined from all cases showed the groups of atrophic muscle fibres characteristic of slowly progressive denervation (Fig. 10). The atrophy tended to be mild in comparison with the severe changes in the spinal cord and peripheral nerves, and only in the small hand muscles was gross atrophy observed. The degree of atrophy in individual muscle fibres was often extreme and sometimes only sarcolemmal nuclei could be seen within the sarcolemmal membrane of a muscle fibre (Fig. 11). Only an occasional necrotic muscle fibre was seen, and very rarely a collection of inflammatory cells. We were in no doubt that the muscle atrophy was neurogenic in origin, rather than 'myopathic' or 'dystrophic'. In the two cases in which the tongue was examined (cases 1 and 4) no atrophy was seen. In all four cases, and in every muscle examined, marked pathological changes were seen in the muscle spindles.
affecting almost all the spindles present in the sections, even in muscles in which the extrafusal fibres were not atrophic (Fig. 12). Some muscle spindles were so abnormal that their recognition as muscle spindles was difficult. The muscle spindles showed thickening and fibrosis of the capsule, the septa, and the small blood vessels (Fig. 12). The intrafusal fibres appeared to be reduced in number and in size, and sometimes the entire spindle consisted only of a fibrotic laminated capsule containing one or two completely atrophic fibres with pyknotic nuclei. Where nerve trunks were seen in relation to spindles, they always showed severe fibre loss and fibrosis. Silver stains for nerve endings and motor endplates (Schofield's technique on frozen sections) were carried out on all the muscle available and always showed abnormalities (Figs 13 and 14). There was severe depletion of axons within the nerve bundles, and occasional droplet degeneration of axons was observed. However, the most striking changes were those which we interpreted as regenerative changes. These consisted of collateral sprouting, beading of terminal fibres, multiplicity of endplates, and the presence of growth cones (Figs 13 and 14). As with the constant presence of abnormal muscle spindles, degenerating and regenerating intramuscular nerve fibres were often observed in muscles which did not show denervation atrophy. Pathological changes were seen in the innervation of the muscle spindles, but it was not certain whether these changes involved only the afferent or efferent nerves, or whether both components of the innervation of the spindles were simultaneously affected.

**LITERATURE**

The early reports of peroneal muscular atrophy are scattered throughout many nineteenth century medical journals and this present review may be incomplete. All the early reports found will be mentioned, but those describing cases...
with findings at necropsy will be described first and will be reviewed in more detail than those without pathological confirmation at necropsy.

The first case reported with a necropsy examination is that of Virchow (1855). This was a case of progressive muscular atrophy in a clergyman of 44 years whose father had died with a similar muscle atrophy. At the age of 21 years the patient developed weakness and wasting first of the legs and later of the arms. At necropsy there was a varying degree of atrophy of the skeletal muscles. The peripheral nerves were severely degenerated with scanty nerve fibres separated by an excess of connective tissue. The spinal cord showed posterior column degeneration and there was atrophy of the posterior nerve roots.

Friedreich (1873), in a monograph on progressive muscular atrophy, described his clinical and pathological observations on a sister and brother (cases 2 and 3) who both suffered from a neuromuscular disease. The account of case 2, in which a necropsy was obtained, is particularly valuable. This woman was 38 years of age at her death. Her disability had begun at the age of 10 years when she began to complain of weakness and wasting of the legs accompanied by occasional pains and twitching of the affected muscles. Later the muscles of the forearm and hands were affected and terminally the muscle of the shoulder girdle. The weakness and atrophy were always most severe in the legs. The sensory examination was normal and there was no sphincter disturbance. Death occurred from bronchopneumonia. At necropsy there was degeneration of the posterior columns, anterior and posterior spinal nerve roots, peripheral nerve trunks, and intramuscular nerves. The skeletal muscles showed atrophy with fibrosis. From the clinical account the brother (case 3) appears to have suffered from a similar neuromuscular disease with a time course closely resembling that seen in the sister.

No relevant family history was obtained in the following five cases.

Marinesco (1894) described the pathological findings in the case of a girl aged 25 years. There was a history of 10 years of progressive weakness and wasting first of the legs and later of the arms and hands. The paresis was accompanied by a painful dysesthesia with sensory changes and absent reflexes. At necropsy Marinesco found degeneration of the long tracts of the posterior white columns of the anterior and posterior nerve roots, and of the peripheral nerve trunks. The skeletal muscles showed denervation atrophy with degeneration atrophy and degeneration of the intramuscular nerve fibres.

Sainton (1899) reported a case with necropsy findings (observation 9) in his Paris MD thesis on 'L'amyotrophie type Charcot-Marie'. His patient, an artist, died at the age of 56 years after progressive weakness and wasting of the muscles since childhood. At necropsy the spinal cord showed definite degeneration of the posterior columns and of the posterior nerve roots. The grey matter is described as showing 'simple atrophy'. The only posterior root ganglion examined showed insignificant changes. The peripheral nerve trunks were degenerated and the skeletal muscles showed denervation atrophy.

The case of Déjérine and Armand-Delille (1903) was that of a seamstress of 50 years suffering from long-standing muscular atrophy affecting all limbs. At necropsy the spinal cord showed posterior column degeneration, worse in the gracile than in the cuneate tracts. The spinal nerve roots and ganglia were not remarkable. The peripheral nerve trunks were thought to be normal but the intramuscular nerves were degenerated and there was denervation atrophy of the skeletal muscles.

Marinesco (1928) subsequently published a second paper describing a new case with necropsy examination. The case was that of a 30-year-old man who for 10 years had complained of weakness and wasting of his legs. Latterly his arms had been affected and he had pains in his legs and trunk. Most of the lower limb reflexes were lost but his plantar reflexes remained flexor. Death occurred from pulmonary tuberculosis. At necropsy the spinal cord showed posterior column degeneration and depletion of neurone cell bodies from the anterior grey horns. Central chromatolysis was observed in some of the remaining neurone cell bodies. Both the anterior and the posterior nerve roots were atrophied and degenerated. The peripheral nerve trunks were atrophied and fibrotic and the skeletal muscles showed groups of atrophied muscle fibres suggesting denervation atrophy. The important addition to the findings of previous cases was the more extensive posterior column involvement.
vious necropsy reports was an account of the histological changes in the posterior root ganglia. The neurone cell bodies here were diminished in numbers and where a perikaryon was absent the satellite cells had proliferated to form a 'nodule residuel'.

The most recent case reported with a description of the findings at necropsy is that of Alajouanine et al. (1967), but unfortunately only the brain and the cervical region of the spinal cord were examined. The case concerned a woman who was 80 years of age at the time of her death. She had suffered from weakness and wasting of the lower limbs since the age of 7 years and was diagnosed at the age of 16 years by Professor Charcot at the Hospice de la Salpetrière. The main finding in the brain was a degeneration of the optic nerves and tracts. The spinal cord showed posterior column degeneration, anterior and posterior spinal root atrophy, and depletion of neurone cell bodies from the anterior grey horns. Although it was stated that the spinocerebellar tracts were degenerated, the neurone cell bodies of Clarke's column were said to be normal.

These seven reports contain most of the observations on the pathological findings in Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease. Two other reports which are often quoted cannot be accepted.

The report of Oppenheimer (1855) described three cases all suffering from progressive muscular weakness and in one case (case 21) there was a strong family history, in that a similar disorder affected one brother, three male cousins and two uncles. The case was that of a boy who, at the age of 11 years, had developed weakness and wasting of all his limbs leading to his death at the age of 15 years. The necropsy showed fatty degeneration of the skeletal muscles but no changes in the spinal cord or in the spinal nerve roots. Peroneal muscular atrophy seems an unlikely diagnosis in this case which from the details available was probably a case of muscular dystrophy.

The case of Pette (1924) is also questionable as a case of peroneal muscular atrophy. This 71-year-old merchant had a history of chronic alcoholism and may have had syphilis at the age of 20 years. There was weakness and wasting of the limbs but this had been present for only 15 years and began suddenly with a painful swelling of the limbs.

Other case reports which lack descriptions of the necropsy findings deserve mention. The case of Aran (1855) is probably the earliest in the literature. Aran, in a report dealing with three cases of progressive muscular atrophy, described a case (case 1) with a family history. A farmer of 28 years gave a history that two of his aunts had died at an advanced age with generalized muscular atrophy. His own disability had presented 10 years previously with weakness in the right leg. Eight years later the left leg was noticed to be affected and then some months later the right arm. The report mentions weakness and muscle atrophy but there are no observations on the reflexes and no comment on the sensory examination. The clinical picture and the family history suggest peroneal muscular atrophy, although some important clinical observations are lacking.

Bamberger (1860) described two brothers aged 24 and 16 years who developed muscle weakness one at the age of 7 and the other at the age of 11 years. There was a strong family history in that a paternal aunt had died with weakness and wasting of the limbs and the sister of the two boys had a painful wasting condition of the arms. The reported disabilities on the mother's side of the family may not have been relevant. In the two boys the muscle weakness and wasting became extreme in the legs and also affected the arms. No necropsies were obtained.

The famous report of Charcot and Marie (1866) is of historical importance because their clinical description of five cases drew attention to the disease which in France is still called 'Maladie de Charcot-Marie'. In the same year Tooth (1886) published a very full account of the clinical findings in several cases whose study formed the basis of a Cambridge University thesis. These cases were later reported in a medical journal (Tooth, 1888).

Towards the end of the nineteenth century there are many clinical accounts of which considerations of space prevent more than a brief mention here. Eulenburg (1871) described three cases in sisters and Eichhorst (1873) published a large study of a family in whom he had studied 10 cases spanning three generations of the family. The account of Osler (1880) described a family with 13 affected members showing a
dominant mode of inheritance. Schultze (1884) described three cases in siblings and Ormerod (1884) three cases in two brothers and their father and another extensive family tree with several affected members was reported by Herringham (1889).

**DISCUSSION**

In our four cases, the only relevant tract degeneration seen in the central nervous system can be explained as a secondary Wallerian degeneration from a disease process primarily affecting the posterior root ganglia and the peripheral nerves. Moderate fibre degeneration in the posterior columns was present in all cases and this affected the gracile more than the cuneate fasciculi. This degeneration corresponded in intensity to the degeneration found in the posterior roots. It was less than the degeneration seen in severe tabes dorsalis, in Friedreich’s ataxia, and above a complete cord transection.

The other constant feature seen in the spinal cord was loss of motor neurone cell bodies from the anterior horns. This loss was less severe than that seen in motor neurone disease and had features such as central chromatolysis not seen in that disease, while neuronophagia (found regularly in motor neurone disease) was not observed. These differences from motor neurone disease may indicate a difference in the progression of the disease in an individual neurone. The disease may begin in the cell body in motor neurone disease, whereas in peroneal muscular atrophy the axon outside the central nervous system may be first affected. Other differences may be attributable to the very chronic course of peroneal muscular atrophy. The very large numbers of corpora amylacea in the anterior horns indicate a degeneration with a long time course.

The histological examination of the peripheral nervous system was the most productive. The spinal nerve roots both anterior and posterior consistently showed degeneration. This was less in the posterior roots than is seen in tabes dorsalis and in Friedreich’s ataxia, and less in the anterior roots than is seen in motor neurone disease. This difference of severity may be due to the extreme chronicity of peroneal muscular atrophy. Death was always due to some other incidental condition and the disease may not become fully manifest as do the other fatal neurological degenerations.

The posterior root ganglia always showed extensive changes with loss of neurone cell bodies and degenerative changes in those remaining. The proliferation of the capsule cells surrounding the vacant space of a cell body is conspicuous and similar to that seen in Friedreich’s ataxia. The peripheral nerves always showed severe degeneration with fibrosis which seemed out of proportion both to the clinical disability and to the secondary degeneration seen in the spinal cord and skeletal muscle. Why this disproportion exists requires explanation. Perhaps in this disease we see in the peripheral nerve trunk a summation of neurological degenerations. Here is combined all the afferent degeneration seen in Friedreich’s ataxia and the efferent degeneration seen in motor neurone disease. We know that the afferent fibres make up the bulk of peripheral nerve trunks even of those nerves which are termed ‘motor’. It seems likely that the degeneration of all these fibres results in the excessive fibrotic atrophy of the peripheral nerves seen in this condition. The degeneration of the peripheral nerves is worse than in Friedreich’s ataxia (where the efferent motor fibres are intact) and very much worse than in motor neurone disease (where sensorial afferent fibres are unaffected).

The changes in the skeletal muscle were constant except in their degree, which varied. Small groups of atrophied muscles suggested denervation and very characteristic was the extreme atrophy of the muscle fibres in atrophic groups. Sometimes only sarcolemmal nuclei within and sarcolemmal membrane could be identified, giving a spurious impression of multinucleated giant cells. Inflammatory cells were very rarely seen and the muscle fibres never showed any changes of a myopathy or of a dystrophy. A constant finding in our cases was atrophy of muscle spindles, with thickening of the capsule and fibrous tissue proliferation within the capsule. Similar changes have been reported in several series of muscle biopsies from patients with various forms of peripheral neuropathy and anterior horn cell degeneration (Lapresle and Milhaud, 1964; Cazzato and Walton, 1968; Patel, Lalitha, and Dastur, 1968). Peroneal...
muscular atrophy has not been specifically mentioned in any of these reports, but it is clear that this degenerative change in muscle spindles may be present in other forms of chronic neuropathy, and appearances very similar to those in our cases were found by Lapresle and Milhaud (1964) in a muscle biopsy from a case of porphyria. We have not found spindle abnormalities in biopsy or post mortem material from cases of motor neurone disease or Werdnig-Hoffmann disease, and we suggest that spindle atrophy occurs only in mixed motor and sensory neuropathies, where there is both afferent and efferent denervation of the spindle fibres.
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